
For enterprises looking to automate and simplify the delivery of IT services for the private cloud, public cloud, 

and hybrid cloud, ASG wanted to offer a comprehensive solution proven to significantly reduce costs and 

decrease time to market.

They aimed to help customers plan, deploy and manage internally or externally hosted clouds that deliver an 

intuitive user experience accessible from any device.
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ASG provides Global 5000 businesses with world-class professional 

services and software solutions for Metadata Management, 

Applications Management, Operations Management, Content 

Management, Performance Management, Security Management and 

Infrastructure Management.

Through a wealth of technologies, which have been either developed Through a wealth of technologies, which have been either developed 

in-house or gained through strategic acquisitions, ASG enables clients 

with both mainframe and distributed environments to mobilize their 

resources, boost productivity, and enhance performance through the intelligent use of technology.

“It allows us to take on hybrid platforms, making it easier to manage legacy environ-
ments while spinning up workloads that take advantage of the cloud model. It also 
offers higher efficiency, limitless scale and faster deployment of new services and 
systems to our customers.”

ASG uses Apache CloudStack to Build CloudFactory that will Help Customers 
Plan, Deploy and Manage Internally or Externally Hosted Clouds
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As a result they set about developing CloudFactory to provide com-

prehensive cloud orchestration that will provision multi-vendor envi-

ronments and automate most application delivery types - eliminating 

vendor lock-in.

This holistic, technology independent approach automates the deliv-

ery of IT services and leverages ASG’s 25 year record of enterprise IT 

management solutions.

A key part of the capabilities of CloudFactory is for organizations to have the ability to build their own enter-

prise grade private and hybrid cloud that can then be easily orchestrated. After an extensive evaluation 

process ASG identified Apache CloudStack as the most stable, enterprise grade, IaaS orchestration platform 

currently available.

ASG chose to directly integrate CloudStack into their CloudFactory platform allowing organizations to build 

their own private cloud and leverage CloudStack’s management interface in the administration of their cloud.

Commenting on the use of CloudStack within CloudFactory, Pascal Vitoux, ASG’s Senior VP for development 

said, “CloudStack means that we can quickly and easily build cloud services within CloudFactory to offer 

on-demand, elastic cloud services.

“It allows us to take on hybrid platforms, making it easier to manage legacy environments while spinning up 

workloads that take advantage of the cloud model. It also offers higher efficiency, limitless scale and faster 

deployment of new services and systems to our customers.”
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